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HE Aleppo Membership Committee wants to show you how easy it is to
become a Virtual Mentor. Just go to alepposhriners.com and go to the
members section, you will find a button for the Virtual Mentor Help

PDF. You can either open the document or save it to your computer. It has step
by step directions to guide you through the setup process to become a Virtual
Mentor.

The Membership Committee has several types of mentors that are needed to
help potential members join the Shrine as well as new members to make sure
that they don’t feel forgotten or left alone.

One way is to join the Committee who calls the Candidates and new mem-
bers to see if they have any questions or to help them in any way.

Another is to give guided tours of the Aleppo Shrine Center at the Rockin’
Noble Nights and Ceremonials. There is a script all ready to help with the
tours and give all the info needed.

The other is to become a Virtual Mentor and help via the computer. This is
great if you don’t have the
time to physically get to
the Shrine Center on a
regular basis.

Helping to increase
membership is the prem-
ise of these tools. With
declining membership in
all organizations across
the board in recent years,
it is more detrimental to
be active in reaching out
to retain the members
who have not been active-
ly participating and get
some new blood in the
door.

Aleppo Needs Mentors
Virtual and In-Person
T

NE week prior to the
opening show a group of
volunteers started setting

up the auditorium for the circus.
Two days after the last perform-
ance the auditorium was
stripped of the food court, coolers
and other equipment assembled
to be returned, novelties packed
for storage and the floors swept
clean.

In between the setup and the
dismantling there were five days,
twelve shows and many volun-
teers donating countless hours to
assure that the show would go
on. And the show did go on. Thanks to our many volunteers, patrons were
parked, seated, served promptly and courteously and entertained. All of this
combined served to make the 2011 circus a success. But none of this could
have been accomplished except for the volunteers. A big THANK YOU to the
many volunteers who took on responsibility for segments of the circus and a
big THANK YOU to the many volunteers who pitched in to do anything that
was asked of them.

Sometimes just saying “thank you” seems inadequate for all that was done.
But until someone comes up with a more powerful expression of gratitude, all
I can say is THANK YOU to one and all that generously gave of their time
and talent to make tha 2011 Aleppo Shrine Circus a success.

Chet Paris
Circus Chairman

Volunteers Assure Circus Success
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S we move into Spring 2011, I have been reflecting about how our
Boston hospital and the Shrine system as a whole have gone through
more change in the last two years than in any time in the previous 25

years. These changes have not been easy. You have been asked to do more with
fewer resources at times, and the changes and new capabilities we have and
will launch have created stress throughout the system.

It’s important as we move into spring to reflect back on the list of accomplish-
ments our hospital has undertaken over the past twelve months.

- A very successful Joint Commission survey with preparation for an addi-
tional survey this spring to clear the way for third party pay.

- An incredible streak winning our fifth consecutive Press Ganey Award for
seven consecutive years of outstanding patient satis- faction.

- Countless hours of training to learn our new computer systems that will
drive the technology of our hospitals for years to come.

- A successful training and launch of our new CPOE system.
- Key preparations undertaken on a daily basis to prepare our- selves for a

successful launch of third party billing this summer.
- The strength and resiliency of our entire staff to deliver out-
standing care to our patients while having to execute and sup- port all the

initiatives above.
I have never been more proud about the long term success of our hospital

because of all the foundation being laid to position our hospital for the future.
Rest assured that your Board of Governors has and will strongly advocate on
behalf of our hospital and its staff to make sure resources are delivered to us.
You will have a sizable contingency of Board members going to Denver to rep-
resent our collective interests at the upcoming Imperial Session in July.

I look forward to the evolution of this hospital and its system over the com-
ing months and years ahead and I am quite confident we will be proud of our
hospital’s role in that success.

Thank you all for your efforts!!
David

A Message from the Shriners
Hospitals for Children–Boston

Chairman David McKechnie
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